Lectures by Frances

Lecture and Workshop Fees

The Accidental Quilter


Travel expenses to and from event. If
within driving distance, current IRS
reimbursement rate will be charged.



Lecture… Fee of $275 covers a lecture of
45-60 minutes. Trunk show will include
many quilts showing various techniques.



Workshop… Fee of $375 covers a 6 hour
workshop. Maximum number of students is
25.

This lecture tells the story of how I
accidentally became a quilter and not
just any quilter but an obsessed quilter.
Quilting has changed my life and

gives me the opportunity to affect the
lives of others. While free motion
quilting is my forte I love all aspects
of quilting. During the lecture I will

Frantastic Quilts

Additional Information

have a trunk show with many quilts
using various techniques and

Workshop can be tailored to suit your group’s

experiences that I will share with the

needs.

audience.

Available for private workshops and retreats.

Contact me for specific needs for event
locations greater than 50 miles.

Quilt Instructor

Frantasticquilts@sbcglobal.net
frantastic-stitchwitchery.blogspot.com

“A day spent quilting is a
good day, but a life spent
quilting is a good life”

Workshops

Free Motion Quilting
Improvisational Curve Piecing
Swimming with the Fishes
This is an advanced beginner project but
complex enough to keep even the most
experienced quilter interested. With this
technique you get 2 blocks with every cut and
construction.

Drop those feed dogs and lower that tension
dial! This class introduces the beginner to free
motion quilting using a domestic machine, no
frame and no marking. This can be a 4 hour
class or 2-3 day retreat for more intensive
learning experience.

Wheel of Mystery

Feathering

This is a good introduction to curved
piecing and the use of templates.
Complete a unique quilt in very little
time.

Spend a day learning how to quilt various types
of feathers to use in borders, all over designs,
sashing’s, and unusual shapes on your quilt. No
marking used. This class requires experience in
free motion quilting.

Learn how to cut these gentle curves and
piece without clipping or using pins. A day
spent with improvisation and very little use
of rulers. It’s a good thing!

Card Tricks
Make fun easy greeting cards using fabric and free
motion quilting techniques.

